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ABSTRACT 
Using a cone order in a real Banach space, the concept of an M-operator is 
discussed, and the existence and uniqueness of the square roots of M-operators are 
studied. In this way most of the results of the paper by Alefeld and Schneider are 
generalized to an infinite dimensional case. For some finite dimensional situations our 
results also seem to be new. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This contribution is a broadening of the square root results obtained in [1] 
for the case of the "classical" M-matrices. Our generalization is concerned 
with a class of M-operators on a rather general partially ordered real Banach 
space ~ generated by a closed normal cone ~.. It is interesting that most of 
the results obtained in [1] for n x n matrices can be generalized with very 
minor changes of the proofs for operators in partially ordered infinite 
dimensional spaces. Some of these changes are simply "'enforced" because of 
lack of particular tools typical for finite dimensional case in the infinite 
dimensional situation. Mostly, however, a basis independent operator ap- 
proach sheds much light on the interplay of various aspects of the problem. 
In this connection, let us mention e.g. an explanation of the nonuniqueness 
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result contained in Example 1 in Section 3. It is interesting even for square 
roots of n × n matrices. Also, the cone ~ introducing a partial order into 8, 
is general in the sense that it may have its interior Int ~ empty and it need 
not be a lattice type cone, i.e., x, y ~ need not imply that sup{x, y} either 
exists or belongs to ~.  
2. DEFINITIONS, NOTATION, AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let 8, be a real Banach space, 8,' its dual, and B(8,) the space of 
bounded linear operators on 8,. It is assumed that 8,' and B(8,) are 
equipped by the usual norms and thus they are Banach spaces as well. Let ~¢r 
denote the complex extension of 8,, i.e. 5 r= 8, (9 i8,, with the norm 
Ilzll~ = sup{llx cos 0 + y sin 011Y :0 ~< 0 ~< 2~r}, 
where z = x + iy, x, y ~ 8,. 
Let K c 8, be a closed normal and generating cone [7], i.e., ~ satisfies 
the following relations: 
(i) o,T + ~ c~,  
(ii) a~c~,  
(iii) ~r n ( - K) = {0}, 
(iv) ~ = ~¢" (~ denotes the norm closure of fig'), 
(v) 8" = ~¢" - ~,, i.e., for every y ~ 8,, there exist yj ~ ~,  j = 1, 2, such 
that y = Yl - Y2, and 
(vi) There exists a real ~ > 0 such that Ilx + yll~ > 311xll~ whenever 
x ,y~.  
Let ~ be the dual cone, i.e. 
x~ = {x'  ~ 8,' : vx  ~- ,  [x ,  ~'] -= x ' (x )  >/0},  
and S the d-interior defined as 
S = {x ~" :Vx '  ~ .~,  x' ~ o ~. [x, x']  > o}. 
In this paper a stronger demand concerning the elosedness of the cone .YF 
is needed: 
(vii) ~ is weakly closed. 
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Obviously, if IntaT =/= O, then IntaT =aT a. A closed normal cone aT 
having Int ~ =~ O is called solid. 
A partial order is introduced into ~" by setting 
x Ky  (orequivalentlyy >ix) ¢* (y -x )  EaT. 
A partially ordered space E generated by a cone K is called a Dedekind 
type space if every nondecreasing bounded sequence is norm convergent, i.e., 
the following implication holds: V{xk}: x k ~,  x k ~< xk+ 1 ~< x, where x is 
independent of k, implies the existence of an element x* ~ aT such that 
l imk~JIx k - x*ll~ = 0. 
REMARK 1. The class of partially ordered spaces ~ that are of Dedekind 
type is quite broad. It contains e.g. the following "classical" Banaeh spaces: 
R"; lP, p >1 1; LP(ED, 1 < p < +% where f~ is a subset of Rn--if their 
partial order is implied by the standard cones ~+,  1 p, and -9 ~p respectively 
consisting of vectors or functions assuming only nonnegative values (in an 
appropriate sense). Although the space ~([0, 1]) ordered by the standard 
cone ~+([0, 1]) is a Banach lattice, it does not possess the monotone 
convergence property e.g. xk(t) = t k, k = 1,2 . . . .  ~ xk ~< xk+l ~< e, where 
e(t) = 1. 
It is easy to see that every finite dimensional space partially ordered by a 
solid cone is of Dedekind type. This is because very cone nondecreasing 
bounded sequence is weakly convergent and thus, in finite dimensional 
spaces, norm convergent. Since among finite dimensional spaces there are 
obviously such spaces ordered by cones which are not lattice type cones, 
there exist Dedekind type spaces which are not Banach lattices. 
An operator T ~ B(g ~) is called ~/-nonnegative [7] if Tag( c~.  A aT-non- 
negative operator T is called aT-irreducible [10] if for every pair x ~,  
x #0,  x' ~" ,  x'#=0, there is an index p =p(x ,x ' )>  1, such that 
[TPx, x'] > O. 
Let 
= {V ~ B(~) :  V~caT}.  
It is well known [11] that ~ is a normal closed not necessarily generat- 
ing cone in the Banaeh space B~, i.e. properties (i)-(iv) and (vi) in the 
definition of a cone hold. It is easy to see that if g" is of Dedekind type with 
the order given by ~(, then B(~) is of Dedeldnd type with the order implied 
by ~.  
Let S, T e B(g'). We let 
T>S (or equivalently S ~< T) ¢* (T -S )og(c~f .  
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Let T ~ B(~). By 7 ~ we denote the complex extension of T, i.e. /~z = 
Tx + iTy, where z = x + iy, x, y ~ g'. 
Let I denote the identity operator. Let T ~ B(g'), and 7 ~ be its complex 
extension. The set 
p(T) = {* ~ ~ : ( [ -  ~)-1 E B(~)}  
is called the resolvent set of T. Its complement 
is called the spectrum of T. By definition, (r(T) ~ (r(/~). 
The quantity 
r (T )  = max{IXl: X ~ o'(T)} 
is called the spectral radius of T. 
We define the peripheral spectrum of T by setting 
rr(r(T) = {* ~ (r(T):IAI = r(T)}.  
An operator A ~ B(~) is called an M-operator (more precisely a ~-M- 
operator[9]) if A = bI - B, where b >>. r (B)  and B~ c~.  
Let T ~ B(Sr), and let /x ~ or(/~) be isolated. Then [12, pp. 328-329] 
oo  oo  
(xx - f ) -~ = E &( g)(* - g)~ + E B~( g ) ( ,  - g) -~,  (1) 
k=0 k=l 
where the Ak(/x), Bk+ 1(/z) ~ B(5 r) and the following relations hold: 
and 
[B,( g)]~ = B,(~) (2) 
Bk+l( tz) = (T - IxI)Bk( lx)k = O, 1 . . . . .  (3) 
In particular, if there is an index q = q(/x) < + o0 such that Bk(it) = 0 
for k > q, the singularity /x is called a pole of the resolvent operator 
(A I - /~) -1  and q = q(/x) is called its multiplicity or order. We write 
q(/z) = 0 if p. ~ tr(T), i.e. i f /x ~ p(T) is a regular point of the resolvent 
operator. 
An operator /~ E B(5 r) is said to have property "p" if the peripheral 
spectrum 7rtr(7 ~) consists of poles of the resolvent operator. We say that 
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T ~ B(~)  has property "p"  if its complex extension possesses this property. 
Similarly we say that an operator T ~ B(~ r) has a certain property if its 
complex extension T possesses this property. 
An operator T ~ B(~ r) is called convergent if there exists an operator 
P ~ B(9-) such that 0 = lim k ~ I#  k - PII~. I f  P = 0 (the zero operator), 7 ~ 
is called zero convergent. 
The following two propositions are slight generalizations of the results 
stated in [1]; see also [2, p. 152]. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let T ~ B(3 r) have property "p.'" Then T is convergent 
if and only if T = P + S, where p2 = p, PS = SP = O, and r (S)  < 1. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let T ~ B(8") and let TgF co~. Moreover, let T >1 dI, 
d > O, and the value r(T) be a pole of the resolvent operator (h i  - T) -1. 
Then r(T) >1 d and [1/r(T)]T = V, r (V)  = 1, is convergent if and only 
if q = 1, where q is the multiplicity of 1 as a pole of the resolvent operator 
(m - v ) - ' .  
Proof. Since T >~ dI, we have r(T) >~ d by the Frobenius comparison 
theorem [8], and therefore r(V)  = 1. 
Let V be convergent, and let P = lim k ~ V k. It follows that (V - I )P 
= 0 and thus, by (3) with P in place of BI(/x), that q = q(1) = 1. 
Conversely, if q = q(1) = 1, then V = Bl(1) + S (see [12, Theorem 10.1, 
p. 330]), where [BI(1)] 2 = BI(1), BI(1)S = SBI(1) = 0, and r(S) ~< 1. Let 
a ~ o-(v) ,  I~1 = 1. Since 
d 
V>~r- -~ I ,  
we can write r(T)V =dI  + R, where R~c~.  It follows that r(R) <~ r(T) 
- d < r(T) and therefore 
[ r (T ) ]  2 = (d + tx) '2 + v 2 ~ d 2 + 2dtx + [ r (R) ]  2, 
where /z =~'A ,  v =~gt  for some A ~ o'(T). I f  v~ O, then /z < r(T) - d 
and the above relations are contradictory. Thus, v = O. The case A < O, 
[A] = r(V), is contradictory too, because then A = d +/z ,  /z < O, and l/x[ = 
I,~1 + d > r(T). • 
An M-operator A ~ B(~)  is said to have property "c" if there is an 
operator B ~ B(8") such that b >1 r(B), A = bI - B, and (1 /b)B = T is 
convergent. It is easy to see that each M-operator for which b > r(B) has 
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property "c." On the other hand, it is known that even in the matrix ease 
there are singular M-matrices not having property "c." 
Let us introduce the class of operators .~(~)  by setting 
_~(~)  = {A ~ B(8"):  A = bI - B, Bo~cfig', b real}. 
As in the classical case, the 3~'-M-operators possess the following 
well-known properties. 
THEOREM 1. Let B ~ B(8") have property "'p.'" 
(a) An operator A = bI - B, A ~.~(ggr), /s an M-operator with b > 
r (S)  if and only if A -1 • B(8") and A-13Yc~.  
(b) A ~ .~(~) /s  an M-operator with b >i r(B) if and only if 
o'(A)  c {A:,gPA > O} U {0}. (4) 
(c) I f  A is an M-operator having property "c" and A 2 ~ .~(JT¢'), then A 2 
is an M-operator having property "c'" too. 
Proof. (a): Let A = bI - B be such that A -1 e B(8 ~) and A- I~c~.  
It follows that b --/= r( B ). 
Let b < r(B). Let x o ~,  x o ~ O, be such that Bx o = r(Bx o (see [8]). 
We see that 
1 
0 <<. A- lxo  (bI  B) -1 = - x°  b - r (B )  x°  ~ O, 
a contradiction. 
On the other hand, if b > r(T), then 
1( 
A - l  = (b I -B )  -1 =-~ I - -~B =-~ = -~B) . 
Thus, (a) is proved. 
(b): As a consequence of the definition of the spectrum, A • tr(A) can 
be expressed as A = b - /3 ,  /3 ~ tr(B). 
Let A be an M-operator. From 1/31 ~< r(B)  we deduce that ~A -- b - 
~/3 >/0. It follows that for b >1 r(B), ~A >~ 0. Moreover, min{~A: A • 
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~r(B)} > 0 if and only if b > r(B). We show that if b = r(B) and ~A = 0, 
then A = 0. 
Let i~" ~ cr(A) for some 0 ~ 6" real. Then iK = b - /3  that is/3 = b - i~'. 
However, I/31 z = b 2 + ~" 2 > r(B), a contradiction. Thus, the necessity of(4) 
follows. 
Since the sufficiency of the condition (4) is obvious, assertion (b) is 
proved. 
(c): According to [9] it is enough to show that the relations AZx ~,  
x = A 2 y, imply that x ~ X.  However, if we let u = Ax and v = Au, we see 
that v ~ ~ and therefore, since A is an M-operator, u E~.  By the same 
argument, since Ax = u and x = A2y, we deduce that x ~,  and this 
completes the proof of (c) as well as of Theorem 1. • 
3. SQUARE ROOTS OF M-OPERATORS 
Let A be an M-operator, and let 
A=bI -B ,  b>>.r(B), R ,~c~.  
It is easy to see that b can be chosen positive; let b > 0. 
Since for every c > 0 
t 
we see that 
1 
A=I -T ,  
b(1 + c) 
where 
1 t 1) T b( l+c)  c I+ ~B , r (T)  <~ 1, T>_.dI, 
with d = c/b(1 + c)> 0. Therefore, we can assume in the sequel that 
A = t( I  - T), where t > 0 and TgFcg~, T >>. dl, d > O, r(T) <<. 1. 
It is obvious that A has an M-operator as a square root if and only if 
I - T has an M-operator as a square root. 
As in the classical situation, we have the following result. 
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LEMMA 1. Let ~ =J~"-,Z¢" be a Dedekind type space. Let T ~ B(8") 
have property "p." Furthermore, let r(T) <. 1, T >I dI, d > O. Then: 
(a) There exists an operator B ~ B(~E),  B~ cSF, such that r(B) < a 
and I - T = (a I  - B) 2 if and only if the iterative process 
1 
Xk+ 1 = ~--~a {T + (or 2 -  1)I + X:}, Xo=0,  (5) 
is norm convergent. In that case 
B >IX= lim X k, X.~c,Z/, r (X )  < a, 
k ---~ oo 
and there is a real c > 0 such that 
X>~cI and (a I -X )Z=I -T .  
(b) I f  the process (5) is norm convergent, then T and (1 /a )X  are 
convergent. 
(c) If T is convergent, then (5) is norm convergent for all a >1 1. 
Denoting in this case the limit of the iteration process 
'[T + r:] ro---o, Yk+l = ~ (6) 
by Y, the relation 
, , x  - x = i - r (7 )  
holds. 
In the proof of Lemma 1 some auxiliary results are required; we present 
them in Lemmas 2-4. 
LEMMA 2. Let T ~ B(~), T3~'c~, have property "p," and let f be a 
polynomial with nonnegative coefficients. Then f(T)o?[ c~,  and 
r ( f (T ) )  <~f(r(T)) .  
Proof. The ,Zc'-nonnegativity of f (T )  is obvious. 
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By the spectral mapping theorem [12, Theorem 9.5, p. 325], 
o ' ( f (T ) )  = {f (a) :  a ~ or(T)} 
and thus 
r ( f (T ) )  = max{I f (A) l  : X ~ o'(T)}. 
Since by the Schaefer's theorem [11] 
0 <~ r ( f (T ) )  ~ (r(T), 
we see that 
r ( f (T ) )  =f(A) ,  
Because of the relation 
If(I;~l) I <~f(r(T)) 
the validity of the statement follows. 
X ~ cr(T). 
for I,~1 ~ r(T) ,  
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LEMMA 3. Let B I be the spectral projection corresponding to an 
isolated point Aj ~ or(T) (analogous to BI(IX) in (1) for Ix = Aj). 
gj 
~jt "9." 
t= l  
where a~t k) are some (complex) numbers. 
Proof. This is an easy consequence of the definition of the sequence 
{X k} and the formulas (2), (3). • 
LEMMA 4. Let 1~ and 1~' be bounded open sets in the complex plane. 
Let the functions q~ and qJ be holomorphic on 1~ and ~', respectively, where 
o'(C) c~ and {IX:IX= ~b(A), A~ or(C)} c lq ' .  
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Let C ~ B(g r) and S = qb(C). 
Then 
x(c) = 
where 
X(A) = gc[gS(A)] for  A ~ 1~. 
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REMARK 2. This result can be found in [3, VII.3.12, p. 570]. A similar 
result for unbounded operators i in [12, Theorem 9.7, p. 326]. 
COROLLARY 1. Let T ~ ~, To~f co~, r(T) <~ 1 be convergent. Let F = 
~/ I - H be an M-operator that belongs to the operator algebra generated by T 
and its spectral resolution. Let 
Then 
where 
F 2 = I - T. (8) 
F= O( I -T ) ,  (9) 
Proof. First, assume that r(T) = 1. Let us write T in the form 
T=P+T o, 
where P is the Perron eigenprojeetion. The relation (8) implies that 
F2P = ( I - T )P= O, 
and thus, since I - T possesses property "c,'" 
FP=0,  
showing that F possesses property "c" too. 
Further, from 
F 2 =FZ( I -V )  = I -T= ( I -To) ( I -P ) ,  
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we deduce that 
where 
Let 
and 
( I  - To) ( I  - P )  = ¢(F ( I  - P ) ) ,  
6(A)  -- a ~ 
c = r (1  - P )  
Since both I - T and C are M-operators, we see that 
,~(( i - T ) (  I - e ) )  u ,~(c (  I - P ) )  c a .  
Since C 2 = I - T, we deduce that o'(C 2) c l'l; thus, 
e¢(c )  - 6 (x )=bee¢( ( t -~) ( i -P ) )cn .  
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c = x (C)  = e( I  - e )  = ¢ , ( ( i  - To) (Z  - P ) )  
= ¢ , ( ( t  - r ) ( t  - e ) )  = ¢( I  - r ) .  
Corollary 1 is thus proven for the case r (T)  = 1. 
Second, assume that r (T)  < 1. Then 0 ~ o' ( I  - T) fq or(F) N o-(F2). 
Set C = F, S = ~b(F) with ~b and Ifi as before. Again, Lemma 4 applies, and 
thus (9) holds for this case too. The proof is complete. • 
The following example shows that the hypothesis in Corollary that a 
square root of I - T belongs to the operator algebra generated by T and its 
spectral resolution is essential. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let T ~ B(~), J~(  cJ~, r (T)  = 1, T = P + T 0, where P 
denotes the Perron eigenprojection, have property "'p.'" Let dim ~ai~( p ) = N, 
where ,gP(P) denotes the range of P. Let us choose the standard basis in 
We see that Lemma 4 applies with ~b(A) = A 2 and 0(be) = be1/2. Therefore, 
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~'(P). Define operators Qjk = PN~k = Njk P by setting 
where 
n~,k~ = {-b0 otherwise, for t= j ,  l=k ,  j#k ,  
where b is a positive real. Let I - Y be the square root of I - T con- 
structed by the iterative process (6). 
Defining 
cj~ = pj~ + i - r = p j~e + ( t  - Y ) (z  - e ) ,  
we check easily that 
Thus, the number of linearly independent square roots of I - T is bounded 
below by N(N - 1) + 1. Consequently, there exist an infinite number of 
linearly independent square roots of I - T if dim o~(P) = + ~. 
REMARK 3. It is easy to see that the square roots constructed in Example 
1 do not belong to the operator algebra generated by T and its spectral 
resolution. Indeed, if restricting to the subalgebra generated by T and P, we 
get just the operators of the form pP with some scalar p. Obviously, this is 
not the case for Qjk. 
Proof of Lemma 1. (a) =* : We assume that there exists a B E B(g'), 
R2"c~,  such that r(B) <~ t~ and / - T = (t~I - B) z. We prove by induc- 
tion that the sequence which is computed using (5) is o,T-nondecreasing and 
bounded, Assuming Xk+ 1 >/Xk, X k ~< B, which is true for k = 0, and using 
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the fact that 0 ~ X k ~< B implies Xff <<. B 2, we deduce that 
1 
Xk+ 2 ---- ~-~ [T + (a2_ 1)I + X}+I] 
1 
>~ ~__da[T + (a2 _ 1)1 + Xff] = Xk+ l, 
1 
B--Xk+l =B-  a-2--[T+ (a~-  1)I+X~] 
1 
r2 . ,  r - .~ I  + / x,~l 
2a t 
1 
- - - t z  - r - ( .2 I  - 2 .B  + B2)I.~ = 0 
2."  
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follows that 
X<~B, 
and consequently, by [8], 
X>~dI, (a I -X )  2 =I -  T, 
r(X) <~ r(B) <<... 
~:  Let X = lim k ~ o~ Xk. Then 
I -  T= (a I -  X) ~. 
We show that r(X)<<, a. To this purpose let us notice that 
polynomial in T with nonnegative coefficients. By Lemma 2 
r( 1 [T+ ( .2 -1 )+X~])  /"( Xk + 1) ~-~ 
~< ~_~a [r (T  ) + .2_  1 + r(Xk2)] ~< . .  
Therefore, assertion (a) holds with B = X. 
X k is a 
Since g" is a Dedekind type space, we deduce that the sequence {X k} is 
norm convergent. Thus, there exists the norm limit X = l imk~ X k. It 
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(b): Let the process (5) be convergent, and assume that T is not 
convergent. Since T >1 dI, d > O, Proposition 2 implies that q = ql > 1, 
where ql = q(1) is the multiplicity of 1 as a pole of the resolvent operator 
(AI - T) -1. By Lemma 2, the relations 
q 
X kB~ ~ = Y'~a (k)n , it ~1, t 
t=l  
and the norm convergence of {X k} imply that 
q 
XB1,1 = ~., a l tB l , t  • 
t= l  
Therefore, on the one hand, 
q )2, 
(orB1,1 - XBI.1)ZBI,1 = orB1,1 - -  t~_laltBl,t  
and on the other hand, 
( I  - T)B1,1 = -B1 ,  2. 
The equality (a I  - X )  2 = I - T implies that all = a and then necessarily 
B1, 2 = 0, otherwise a contradiction. Thus, T is convergent. 
In case o~ > r (X ) ,  (1 /a )X  is zero convergent. 
Let a = r (X) .  Let T = P + S, PS = SP = O, r (S )  < 1, with P = BI,~, 
the eigenprojection of T corresponding to eigenvalue 1. Then with the 
appropriate polynomials fk,  
1 
- -X  = hm fk (T )  
Ot k ~ o¢ 
= hmfk(P  ) + hmfk(S  ) 
k~ k--,~ 
= l imfk(1)P+ l imfk (S) ( I -P ) .  
From this expression it follows that value hmk~fk(1)  = (1 / t r ) r (X )  is a 
simple pole of the resolvent [AI - (1/t~)X] -1. Moreover, since (1/t~)X >I 
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(d /2  a)I, according to Proposition 2, (1 /a ) r (X)  is the only element of the 
peripheral spectrum zro'(T). It follows that aI - X is an M-operator having 
property "c.'" 
The hypothesis that the cone 9/" is normal implies [6, Theorem 4.2, p. 52] 
the existence of a norm I1" lira equivalent with I1" I1~ which is monotone, i.e. 
IIx + yllm ~ Ilxll .... x, y ~.  
Let us define a new norm I1" lit by setting 
oo 
llxJl~ -- E I ls~(I  - e)x l lm + llexri .... 
k=0 
We see that this norm is equivalent o the m-norm 11" [[m as well as to the 
original norm I1" II~, because 
[[Sk[lm ~< K(1 -- r/) k for some 7/ > 0, K > 0 independent of k, 
and 
( ) Ilxll~ ~< IIXlIT ~< Ilell~ + ~ I IS~llmll(I - e)l lm Ilxllm 
k=0 
( ) ~< [[Vllm + --11I - ellm Ilxll,,, 
and the fact that the norms II" lira and [l" Ilg are equiv~ent. 
Moreover, 
[[exHm -1-- E [[Sk+l(I--e)x[[m 
IlZllr = sup k=0 oo : X :/: 0 
Ilexilrn "1- E IIs~(z -- e )XL  
k=0 
1. (10) 
By induction we show that IIX~IIT ~< a,  k = 0, 1,2 . . . .  For k = 0 it is 
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trivial, because X 0 = 0. Let II Xk lit ~ ce. Then, using (10), 
1 
Ilxk÷~llT < -~--d(IITIIT + a 2 - 1 + IlXkll~) 
1 
~< ~--~(1 + a 2 - 1 + c~ 2) = c~. (11) 
Hence, the relations X k ~< Xk+l, k = 0, 1 . . . . .  together with (11) imply 
that 
[IxklIT ~ IIXk+IlIT ~ a,  k = 0, 1 . . . . .  
It follows that the sequence {X k} is norm convergent. 
Let Yk be defined by (6), and let Y = lim k -~ ~ Yk- To show the validity of 
(7) we check that Corollary i applies with T considered and A = a I  - X or 
B = I -Y  in place of C. 
By construction, the operators A and B belong to the operator algebra 
generated by T and its spectral resolution. 
We see that Corollary 1 applies and consequently, 
otI - X = A = qJ( I - T )  = B = I - Y. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
The following result is a full analogue of Theorem 4 in [1]. 
THEOaEM 2. Let ~ be a generating closed normal cone in ~,  and let g" 
ordered by ~ be a Dedekind type space. Let A ~ B(~') be an M-operator, 
and let A = t ( I  - T)  be its representation such that TK  co~', r (T )  = 1, 
T >~ dI, d > O. Then A has an M-operator as a square root i f  and only i f  A 
has property "'c.'" In this case let Y denote the limit of  the process generated 
by 
rk+l  = + r0 = 0 
The map v~ ( I - Y )  is an M-operator with property "c," and t( I - y )2 = A. 
Moreover, for  any M-operator Z which is a square root of  A the relation Z 
<~ ~/-[ ( I - Y )  holds. 
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Proof. The proof is very similar to that of the M-matrix case. 
If A has an M-operator as a square root, then we see from Lemma 1, 
parts (a) and (b), that T is convergent and hence A has property "'c." The 
other direction follows from Lemma 1, part (b); we also obtain that the 
operator ¢t-(I - Y ) has property "c.'" 
Finally, let Z be an M-operator which is a square root of A, and let 
Z=/3 I -B ,  /3 >~ ~/-t, be a representation i  which r (B )=/3 ,  B >lbI, 
b > 0. The operator I - T can be expressed as 
1 (/3v 1 )  2 
I -T= -A= t T I -T  
where fl/> v~-/> 1. Setting a =/3/v~- and denoting by X the norm limit of 
the sequence generated by 
i 1) + x;] Xo--O, Xk+l = 2a  
we get from Lemma 1, parts (a) and (c), that X ~< (1 /~- )B  and a I -  
(1 / - f t )B  <<, aI  - X = I - Y, that is, 
Vr[ ( I -  Y ) >l fl I -  B = Z. 
This shows that the operator ~/t-(I - Y) is the largest square root of A. The 
proof of Theorem 2 is thus complete. • 
The next result is also analogous to that presented in [1]. We should note 
that the class of M-operators possessing the property that each of its 
elements has a unique M-operator as a square root contains as subclass the 
class of nonsingular M-operators and the subclass of singular M-operators 
whose generalized eigenspaces are one dimensional. 
THEOREM 3. Let ~ be a generating closed normal cone in ~, and let ~" 
ordered by ~ be a Dedekind type space. Let A = t( I  - T), r(T) = 1, 
T >> dI, d > O, and let T have property "p." An M-operator A has exactly 
one M-operator as a square root if the generalized eigenspace of A corre- 
sponding to the eigenvalue O, or equivalently, the generalized eigenspace of T 
corresponding to the eigenvalue 1, is one dimensional. 
Proof. By our hypothesis, 
I,,J ker A k = ker A 
k=l  
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and thus A has property "c." Theorem 4 guarantees the existence of a square 
root of A and in particular that I - Y, where Y = lim k -, ~ Yk defined by (6), 
is an M-operator which is a square root of t ( I  - T). We assume that there 
exists another M-operator Z which is a square root of t ( I  - T )  and that 
Z = otI -B ,  a /> 1, r (B )= ~, B >>.bI, b > O. 
let us assume that 
B = r (B)Q + [B - r (B) I IQ  + R, 
where 
Q2 = Q, QR = RQ = o, r (B )  q~ ¢(R) ,  [B - r (B ) I IQ  q: O. 
Let y = [B - r(B)IlQx. Then [B - r(B)I ly = 0 = [B - r (B) I I2Qx 
and hence t ( I -T )x  =t ( I -T )y  =0.  This implies that x and y are 
linearly dependent, a contradiction. Therefore, [B - r (B ) I ]Q  = 0; thus Z 
has the property "c." 
To show the equality of Z and I - Y we check that 
z2( I -Q)  =z  2 =t ( I -T )  =t ( I -T ) ( I -P ) .  
Therefore, either Z = 0 = t ( I  - T )  = I - Y, or Q = P. It follows that in 
either case, Z belongs to the operator algebra generated by T and its spectral 
resolution. According to Corollary 1, Z = gt(I - T) = I - Y, and this com- 
pletes the proof of Theorem 3. • 
4. SOME CHARACTERIZATIONS OF M-OPERATORS AND THEIR  
SQUARE ROOTS 
In this section we present some characterizations of M-operators in the 
spirit of [1]. The corresponding proofs are verbally the same and are thus 
omitted. 
THEOREM 4. Let A = t ( I  - T), where T ~ B(~), T~c.~, r (T )  < 1, 
have property "'p.'" Then A is an M-operator i f  and only i f  there exists an 
M-operator Y, 0 ~ tr(Y), such that A = y2. 
THEOREM 5. Let A = t ( I  - T), where T ~ B($'), T.~Z c~,  r (T )  < 1, 
have property = -= p.'" Then A is an M-operator i f  and only i f  there exists an 
operator Z ~ B(g'), ZS~ crib, such that AZ 2 = I. 
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THEOREM 6. Let A = t(I - T), where T ~ B(8"), T~c~,  r(T) = 1, 
have property "p." Furthermore, let r(T) be a simple pole of the resolvent 
operator (AI - T) -1. Then A is an M-operator which has property "'c" /f 
and only if there exists an M-operator Z ~ B(~) such that A = Z 2. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The theory developed in this contribution can be generalized further. In 
particular, higher order roots can be considered. A fairly general study of 
such possible extensions i presented in [4] for the case of some classes of 
analytic functions such as totally nonnegative functions, totally oscillating 
functions, and functions forming reciprocating pairs. In this respect the 
results obtained in [4] are more general than our results. On the other hand, 
our theory admits more general cones and therefore more general classes of 
M-operators. The most important difference is that the authors of [4] investi- 
gate regular M-matrices. As we show, the presence of 0 in the spectrum of 
the M-operator under consideration implies possible nonuniqueness result 
which do not occur in the case of square roots of regular M-matrices. 
The author expresses his sincere gratitude to a referee for detecting a flaw 
in the original version of Lemma 4 and for offering an alternative which led 
to the application of Lemma 4 and the formulation of Corollary 1 as they 
appear in the text. 
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sity Grant Agency (grant 343//93) and European Community Cooperation 
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